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Happy
Hooking
With
Dahrleen

By Lois Lane
male prostitutes ," she
Ace Reporter
explained.
When reminded that prostituNot only will Prostitution 1O1
teach the students at Eastern, . tion is not legal in the state she
both female and male, how to countered with her contention
make a living but it will also that the state legislature will
provide the school with some pass a law during this emergenmuch needed revenue, accord- cy session.
Asked how she knew she only
ing to Dahrleen, former drum
majorette and mascot tender smiled and said, "Oh, I have my
ways."
for the Tijuana Donkey's.
"For years college graduates
The new course will be taught
and practiced in the recently have prostituted themse lves
renovated Sutton Hall, she said. and their talents, limited as they
"It is time the students at are. This course will allow the
Eastern learned a trade which student to strip away the false
will stand her or him in good pretensions and hypocracy of
the past. Besides, with the comstead," Dahrleen commented.
"Some may wonder about ing depression the market for
allowing males to take the prostitutes is projected to incourse but a survey taken last crease drastically," Dahrleen
quarter indicated their is quite a explained.
The course will teach the normarket among the faculty and
student body for the services of mal 'tricks' of the trade, the

pick-up, how to roll drunks and
wimps, hand jobs, oral sex and
all the normal forms of coital intercourse.
Th e course will have a
prerequisite of being checked by
the Health Clinic for venereal
disease. The ·same check wi ll be
run every week.
"There won't be any of that
Master's and John son stuff.
We ' re interest ed in happy
hookers and jovial Johns and
Janes," Dah rleen said.
Of course the class can be
taken for general ed. requirement in place of sociology or
psychology. And it may also be
taken for cred it/no credit if
desired.
Basically what the course will
do is in struct in how to please
and earn a good living in the
process, Dahrleen said.

" All the news that 's print to fit. "
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BOT Strips AS of All Budgetary Powers
By Jimmy Olsol)
Ace Reporter
In a surprise move The Board
of Trustees stripped the
Associated Student Legislature
of all its budgetary ppwers at its
meeting March 20.
Stunned, the AS Legislature
voted last night to commit mass
suicide in protest.
The move seemingly stunned
even EWSC President Emerson
Schmuck although SUBOC
Chairman and AS Presidential
Candidate Dented Brandy said
he had seen a memo from
Schmuck to Board member
Merion Halfnear outlining the
entire plan.
AS President Pat Straws was
Conspicuously absent from the
BOT meeting. Before last
night's AS meeting Hayes was
said to have agreed to the decision saying at least the
executive branch would retain
its full powers, including appointif'!g the student members
to the Services and Activities
Fees Committee.
Since Straws must now commit suicide with the rest of the
AS Legislature no one is sure
who will fill the power -vacuum
created.
The AS Legislature amended
its decision to commit mass
suicide to include Straws. Vice
president for Student Services,
Dare All Hogie, said, "I'm not
quite sure. The President's Advisory Group will take it up this
Wednesday. I'll check with
EWS C's attorney, Roger
Dodger."
The Board decision came
after it heard the report from its
Finance Committee which said
the Board should not rule on the
AS Constitutional Amendment
approved by Eastern students
and should adopt Schmuck's
plan for t he Services and Activities Fees.
The committe went one step
further in its recommendation s
by suggesting the Board amend
Schmuck's proposal to eliminate
the AS Legislatu re's right. to
make recommendations on the

budget.
"It's state money anq the
Associated Student Legislature
has no right to any review. The
students already have five
members on the Services and
Activities Fees Committee,"
Lafnear told the full board.
At this Brand exploded in
anger and was physically
removed from the Council
Chambers on the PUB's third

floor by Campus Security.
Officers from Security, including Chief Barney lssis, were
present, ostensibly to report on
the crime situation .at Eastern.
Board President Ronald
McDonald then excused himself
from the meeting. He said he
had an urgent meeting with
Washington State Gov. Danev
Ans. They were seen the next
day skiing in Oregon.

Merry Widow, Board member
then said, "I like to see our
young people take on as much
responsibility as they can and I
think the five students on the
committee will do a good job. I
don't think they need the AS
Legislature looking over . their
backs. "After all, it is our job to
review and approve the budget."
Widow then moved ·and was
seconded to app rove the

Finance Committee report and
adopt their recommendations. A
vote was taken and the measure
passed by a 4-0-1 margin.
When informed of the AS
Legislature's decision to commit
suicide Widow said, "Oh, that's
too bad."
The only comment made by
Board member Jeremy Chapter
was, "It didn't involve Affirmative Action so I don't care.

Straws Included

AS Legislature Votes Mass Suicide
By Leo Rules
Managing Editor
As a result of a unanimous
vote at Monday's AS Legislature
meeting to conduct a mass
suicide jump from the tenth
floor of Morrison Hall, Eastern
will be without a Legislature and
an AS President for the
remainder of the year.
The unprecedented move
came about when legislator
Dave Breidenbach suspended
the rules for placement of the
item which was an executive
request from AS President Pat
Hayes.
What's the Criteria
When Legislator Vic Pestrin
asked, "the criteria" for such a
move, Hayes responded from
the gallery saying, "the recent
impotence and lack of productivity of the Legislature dictates
this as the only avenue open.''
Legi slator John Sanchez
agreed, saying it would be
"glorious, and the best thing for
the students and the school."
But then Sanchez moved the
motion be amended to allow
Hayes to join "in an action that
would make his name immortal
1n th e ann als of Eastern
Wa shington St ate College's
history."
The rest of the Legislature
first balked at the proposal, but
after two hours of non-stop
oratory, Sanchez - winner of the

"Silence Is Golden" Award for
two consecutive quarters- had
them on their knees bowing in
agreement.
Hayes, visibly shaken by the
amendment, then asked the
Legislature if he could withdraw
the executive request on the
grounds "it would leave the
school without any leadership
for the rest of the quarter."
It was then pointed aout by
legisla tor Roger Sandon,
leadership of the school ' has
been non-existent up to this
point, and anyway with EWSC
President Shmuck around, at
least a semblance of leadership
would be present."
In Tears
Hayes, in tears now, pointed
out to the Legislature he had
plans to attend "law school and
such action would render him
unable to successfully attain his
chosen aspirations.
At this comment, AS Speaker
Gary Nisker stood up and hurled
his gavel at Hayes and missed,
striking Vice Presiden t for Student Services Daryl Hagie in the
left temple.
While ·Hagie was taken out,
bleeding from the ear, Nisker
apologized and declared his outburst was a result of 11 shame."
He sa id himself and other
mem bers of the Legislature had
aspirations themselves but they
did not ''see fit to make a public
spectacle just beca use they
1

were going to die. "
At this point legislator Dave
Breidenbach rose to speak but
instead, as he started to talk,
retched on himsel f and
Legislator Nancy Kn ight sitting
next to him. A short recess was
then called to clean up the
mess.
During the recess Breidenbach told the Easterner the
reason he had retched was
because prior to eating lunch he
had taken mineral oil for 11 an
irregu larity problem ." He
claimed he had forgotten the
doctor's orders not to eat
anything after taking the
medicine.
Black Caucus Formed
After the amendment calling
for Hayes to jump and the
original motion passed, Pestrin
made a motion calling for the
jumpers to take the leap in accordance with their tenure as
legislators.
This immed iately brought
cr i es of " ra c i sm " from
legislators Hakeem Adebesin,
Chris Hickey, and Cindy Golver,
the three black members of the
Legislature.
Wh en they threatened a
boycott of the jump, Pestrin
claimed they were ' trying to
form a political base" and leave
the Legislature open for ridicule
after th ey were gone. He
asserted it was a "slap in the
face" of the elected student
1

representatives.
At this remark Sanchez said,
"it pre-supposes if the three
blacks have agreed to jump, a
political base would be of no use
to them because they would be
dead."
After muttering of "the
audacity of minorities " by
Pestrin were quelled by Speaker
Nisker, the Legislature agreed
to jump in accordance with their
numerical legislative posi t ions-that 1s number one
fi rst and so on.
It was decided before the
meeti ng ended the jump would
take place in lieu of next week's
regul arly scheduled meeting and
the legis lato rs urged all
students to "come and see just
how dedicated we are to improving conditions at Eastern."
Before adjourn i ng , the
legislature passed some farreaching legislation which they
fe lt " woul d leave t hem a
legacy." Among the actions:
- Approved a budget request
from the Eastern for $50,000 so
the publication could come out
three t irnes a week next year.
- Approved a proposal that
would allow m~ rij uana smoking
in classrooms and in the PUB
multi-purpose room.
- Passed an amendment
that recom mends disciplinary
action for any student, faculty or
staff caught in the act of nosepicking on ca mpus.
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Letters ·to the Editor
Italian f'ower

Dear Editor,
I would like to bring to your
attention the need for an- Italian
Awareness week. If accepted it
would be funded under the
Ethnic Minority Cultural Fund
By Leo Rules
which now is limited to Blacks,
Managing Editor
It has been the premise of little old ladies in tennis shoes and Indians, Asian Americans and
anti -smut advocates, that certain aspects of the visual arts and par- foreign students.
A proposal of events by
ticular kinds of literature instill in the viewer and reader an inAlfredo Pisano was given to the
satiable urge to commit immoral acts.
'
According to that corner's beliefs, a puberty-aged male, after AS Legislature at a recent
viewing the likes of Deep Throat or Last Tango In Paris, is quite like- meeting, and I feel they bear
ly to take to the streets on a rampage that leaves the landscape repeating. (The meeting had to
be held outside due to the
littered with violated women.
These advocates of clean minds also imagine the transformation strong garlic smell which was
from normal human being to werewolf after one visually scans such rampant in the meeting room
because of the many supporters
publications as Playboy and Penthouse.
With these "facts" in mind, it would seem that we are no longer present).
The week would begin with an
safe from the army of sexual deviants and preverts who stalk our
auction of Italian rifles that have
streets day in and day out.
However, from the myriad of these puritan organizations that only been dropped once.
support a dogma aimed at cleansing our souls of sin, a splinter Tuesday would be reserved for
group has been formed. This group, known as Believers in Righteous the wine puking contest to be
Purity (B IRP), is so extreme, it befuddles even our comprehension. held in President Emerson
Nevertheless. in the best interests of free expression, we sought Shuck's office. Wednesday
out the leader of BIRP, one Victoria Suzzan, to let her express her would continue with a soccer
views on what needs to be changed within our society to quell the game being played with a huge
meatball. Thursday would get
rampant flow of sexual abuse.
Having a deadline to make, we could only allow Miss Suzzan or top billing with the performance
Blue Sue, as we have come to call her, to touch on the major points of five mobsters being gunned
of BIRP's pending resolutions. Her major gripe, which we thought down with tommy guns. Friday
was a put-on, concerned a ban against colored underwear. Blue Sue would wind up the week with a
asserted a boy accidentally walking in on his mother who is dressed lecture on "all the good things
in a pasley slip and polka dot bra, is liable to immediately seek out Mossolini did for Italy," by
Sheila Eagle Bear.
his younger sister and perform unusual sex acts upon her.
I am quite confident that an
Even though we should not have, we asked what alternative BIRP
event such as the one proposed
had in mind. Blue Sue answered tersely, "White cotton."
Next in BIRP's plan of action, Blue Sue confided, was the would have a strong impact on
attempt to disuade schoolgirls from wearing skirts during the Italian culture and its effect
springtime. Like a fool, we swallowed hook, line, and sinker and on America.
Respectfully,
asked what proof she had that covered this situation.
Tony
Bullzinnnnii
She revealed, in our own words, chances are that a high school
student on a spring day, after getting a glimpse of "thigh" under
some panty hose, will seek out the first attractive female teacher
and attempt to forcibly enter her.
Another major area of discussion was the catalogues put out by
Sears and Roebuck, and J. C. Penney. Blue Sue contended this was Dear Editor,
a bone of contention because a y.oungster going through them in
I'm writing this letter consearch of Christmas presents, will come across the lady's lingerie cerning a very disquieting pracsection which will get his blood running. Seeing he is alone, it is no tice that seems to have gained
difficult task to retreat to the bathroom with the catalogue, and momentum around the campus.
once there, proceed to masturbate while fantasizing wildly. We let Some people call it "mining for
this argument stand as is because our· journalistic curiosity had run
dry.
Blue Sue seemed to save her best for last when she began exhorting the pitfalls of sex education our children are s~bje~ted to.
She said children exposed to sex education will go home and
attempt to make babies with their teddy bears. Finding out this cannot be· done, they will question their parents as to why, and the
parents will respond with anguish and anxiety, while cursing our permissive society.
Being advocates of sex education ourselves we were immediately ready for a discussion involving the metaphysical aspects of the
subject, so we asked her if it was not better to learn in the
classroom rather than in the back seat of a car.
At the slight implication of our most lustful, pa ssionate drive,
Miss Victoria Suzzan drew up her skirts and showed up where the
door was. Such is BIRP.

BIRP Exposes Itself

It Snot Funny

nose gold," others claim it is
digging for dirt," and the real
wierdos say they are "picking
winners." What I am talking
about is picking one's nose. .
Do you realize how disturbing
it is when a person is in the
library trying to study and looks
up to see the fellow across from
him jamming three quarters of
his index finger up his nose? It's
disgusting!
I was decending from the
third floor to the second floor in
Showalter Hall the other day
with my hand following the rail
along the stairs. As I hit the bottom my hand felt something
gooey underneath the rail. I'll
give you two guesses what it
was.
The underside of desks in
classrooms are the same story. I
have a compulsion to go wash
my hands every time I inadvertantly touch my fingers underneath a desk. I actually saw
one of our star athletes pick his
nose in class and roll up and flik
the substance he obtained from
the nostrils. Some actually eat
11

·ti
I•

As far as I am concerned this
kind of business should be
reserved for the same place as
sex-the privacy of your own
home.
Sincerely,
Ronald Ribait

Ed. Note. Rest easy Ronald. At
Monday's Legislature meeting a
bill was passed saying 0 anybody
caught in the act of nosepicking" would be subject to disciplinary action.

He's a Fool Thieu
Dear Editor.
I am writing this letter in
response to your recent
editorials on Southeast Asia. I

11

resent your labeling me a madman".
I don't think so. But I do think
you are rather politically naive in
that you subvert your one
means of economic recovery.
Right now your country is in the
throes of an economic disturbance that can only be cured by
a large injection of war. Yet
fools like you, and the bleeding
Hearts" constantly espouse the
evils of war and "madness" of
my regime. What you do not
know is that I am intact regard.ing my position as ruler of
South Vietnam. Your tax money
keeps me supplied with arms so
my generals can claim pay for
soldiers not existing. It would be
political folly for the leaders of
your country to let my regime
fall, so what you are doing is just
wasting your energy and breath
in attempting to bring about my
downfall.
11

What you fail to understand
is the low mentality of the people I govern so fairly. They are
as used to war, death, and
hunger as you Americans are to
comfort, wealth, and abundance. Am I a madman because
I send fathers to their death in
defense of democracy? Am I a
madman because I use up the
country's resources to fight the
horde from the North? Am I a
madman because I urge my
soldiers to fight to the death
rather than surrender when I
know this war cannot be won?
If you want to jump on a
bandwagon then start investigating rumors that the CIA
is independently plotting an
assassination attempt on my
life.
Respectfully,
Nguyen Van Thieu
President - South Vietnam
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. . . as I see it, Jerry, it's your only chance for reelection: we'll
kidnap you, demand release of all Watergate prisoners and me as
roving goodwill ambassador . ~ . Jerry? . . . Hello? . . . That (expletive deleted) football player!
·
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In My Opinion: Snatch Patty Hearst
In Esquire Magazine's
· "Dubious Achievements
Awards" Patty Hearst was
named as snatch of the year. Do
you tl:link this is a fair award?

Leo Rules

Senior-Journalism
The status of the press is
such nowadays, that most journalists are treated with suspicion: There is something
ominous in being the bearer of
bad news. But, anyway, I'd like
to lay on Patty Hearst.

D. ·e. Cooper
Senior-Journalism

Flash Gordon
Senior-Journalism
Perry White
Why not? The word snatch
Senior-Journalism
means a variety of things in our
All public business· must be
society today. Among them are
to take someone or something, conducted in the open. Closed
a very stupid lady, and a lady sessions by any government
that is more than willing to offer ·body are against the public inyou her sexual favors. Her terest. I think it would be in the
snatch was quite dubious con- public interest for a doctor to
sidering her actions after it took examine Hearst to see at what
age she lost her cherry.
place.

Crime Check

No doubt about it. From what
under·stand she is very
promiscuous, even though she
was shacked up with that
Steven Weed cnaracter. I think
dumb broad of the year would
be more appropriate in her case
though.

Molotov Cocktail_Destroys Pearce
A molotov cocktail, with a
new twist, exploded in Pearce
Hall over Spring break killing 87
people and doing $100,000
damage.

What was unusual about the
device was that it was a 25
gallon prophylactic.
According to a report filed
with Campus Safety, the bomb

The Aray Wants to Join .You, Schmuck
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Clark Kent
Graduate StudentCommunications
Everyone is competing for
your mind, from the religious
freaks, to the SLA, to the presi·
dent of the United States. The
tragedy is that 90 per cent of it
is bu llshit. Patty Hea rst is
bullshit., as was her snatch.
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Don 't See Your Army Recruiter, Ever

exploded on the second floor of
the hall causing the widespread
death and destruction.
The report also stated the
"st range device was apparently
filled with the deadly gasoline
on the floor itself rather than
filling it, t hen hauling it up the
elevator."
Officials speculated the
bomb was deposited near a window after being filled and the
perpetrators then withdrew to
neighboring Dressler Hall and
fired a rifle at it causing "a
Fourth of July spectacle."
When asked about the
bizarre nature of the device
used , Campus Safety
spokesmen replied it was "the
product of some sick mind." One
of the reasons they claimed it
happened was because of
"some frustrated young buck."
An investigation of reports on
what males "failed to score" on
the night it happened is present·
ly underway, and officials are
"optimistic" about the results.

Meanwhile the dormitory has
been evacuated because of the
damage, and the residents left
alive are urged to seek sleeping
bags and camp out on the mall
until "suitable quarters" can be
found for them.
The staff of the Computer
Center is under investigation
after reports they we re involved
in a bookmaking operation connected with Yakima Meadows
Racetrack were found to be
true.
FBI officia ls contend the
computer was being used like
the Daily Racing Form to compile all the horse's important
statistics like speed, last racing
day, endurance, and class.
The Computer Center staff
then took bets "on a morning
line" they offered through certain professors on campus according to FBI officials.
Officials said t hey received
the tips from disgruntled bettors.

Faculty News Notes
Associate Professo r of
Mathematics, I.M. Zero has
disclosed the invention of a new
number between four and five,
called ip. Zero said the new
number came about while doing
reserach on poker games.
Associate Professor of Art,
Peter Draw will be showing a
collection of art dedicated to
phallic humor, th is week at the
Art Building.
11
You, Me and the Tooth
Fairy" is a new book written by
Maralyn Spinster of the English
Department. The book deals, in
Spinster's own words, with "the
phenomena of fantasy and psycho motor behavi or in a
projected, highly advanced,
technological society."
Harvey P. Hairsplit of the
Psychology Depa rtment, wil l
give a lecture at Martin Hall
. .... . .. . . .. "'
~

next Friday on 11The Tramatic
Effects of Eating With Your
Mouth Open." At the same time
in the Ch ild Development
Center,-Alfred Fury will speak on
the 11Effects of Sweat Sox Worn
By Pre-School Children."
11

lgneous Rocks and Their
Relation
to
Bladder
Movements" is the name of a
paper written by Geology instructor William T. Quartz. The
paper has won honorable menti on from th e Burb ank
Geological Society.
"The Esoteric Art of Using a
Shovel," by Herbert Troy of the
Anthropology Department has
gained wide acclai m with its
first printing of nine copies. Troy
plans to re ti re if he is
guaranteed an advance for his
next book called 11 Life With a
Pickax... An Intimate Story."
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Amnesty
Amnesty: Move to
the square of your
choice . Do not
collect or deduct
any points.
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·Rocketeller
Rockefeller: Go to
the Whitehouse.
Collect .500 points
but give away 100
.
Po' n ts to ea ch
player.

Nixon
Nixon: Deduct 50
Pol·nts · and 7,,.3' of
your next conversation.
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·Ford: Go to
Congress to determine your next
move. Lose three
turns.

Indian Protest·.
Deduct 20 points
from each player
·
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IRS: Collect 25% of
,,, all players points.

Dow Jones

Mayor Daley: Go
directly to Florida.
Collect 50 kickback
points from each
player and 1 free
cheat.

Dow Jones: Roll
again. Numbers 1-3
add 1 Ox the
number. 4-6 deduct
lQx oumber.

David Rodgers

Jail: Write a book
and collect 20
points on your next
move.
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INSTRUCTIONS
The purpose of the game is to play. You may decide
for yourself whether you wish to collect positive points
or deficit points. If you elect to collect deficit points
then do the exact opposite of what the point portion
of the square dictates. (Just like the American
economic system.)
Score is kept on a separate sheet of paper or an
aabacus.
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J. Edgar Hoover:
Send a selected
player to Florida for
reasons of National
Security.

CIA
CIA: Secretly collect

25 pornts.

How to Play: Go down to the store and buy a die.
(We tried putting one in with the paper but they kept
falling out.) Roll the die and move the number that
appears on the top. Follow the instructions on the
squares.
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War-South East Asia: If you land on either one of
these squares, you will spend the rest of the game
traveling between the two. You can neve·r win, all you
calil do is keep moving.

i

Politician, You are
allowed one free
cheat.
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Florida: For all pretents and purposes, you are
eliminated from the game when you land on the·
Florida square. The only way out of Florida is to cheat.
You ·can use one of your "Free Cheats" or make such
an ass of yourself that the other players get sick and
tired of you and allow you out.

Ro~emary Woods:
Part of this square
has been erased.
Collect no points.
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Winning: No one· wins the Real World Game. 'fhe
only thing you can. do is stay in EWSC for the rest of
your life. You can, however, proclaim yourself a winner
and t'ry to con~ince the other players that you have
won.
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Israel
Israel: Wait for
Kissinger to appear
with a ten point
Pe ace Pr Ogr a m
written in tablets of
stone. Lose two
turn~

O~EC
OPEC: Collect 50
points from each
player.
·

Kissinger
Kissinaer: Go directly to Israel, collect
20 points.
111111111111111111•11•11111111111111

Politician
Politician: Ydu are
allowed one free
cheat.
IIIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIHIIHUIIIIII

Emerson
Schuck
Emerson Schuck:
Establish Swiss
citizenship and offend nobody. Go to
Switzerland.

George Meany
Georae Meany: Go
on strike, offend
everybody. Lose 30
points.
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Denmark
Denmark: Change
your sex an~ lose
20 points.

- · I IIIIWNIIIINIIIIIIIIII

Switzerland

Russia

Thieu
Thieu, Become a
Presidential Dictator. Go directly to
War.

General Motors

Fl E~dd: The gafmteh end s whent alldof thedplaye r~ ar~Tin
1
on a or a11 o e payers
s an up an exc1aim, o

!

John Mitchell: Go to
jail, collect an additional 30 royalty
points.

==:_--

.

:

-----

=

I.)

:

War: Go directly to
South East Asia on
next turn.

Politician

...

.....

War

Florida: Discover
the "Fountain of
Perpetual Power"
lose all of the rest
of your turns.

John Mitchell

..
~-

lq

Leonard:
Argue
a bout
anything, say nothing
and collect 5 points.

----

Cheating: Cheating is allowed. You may cheat
without landing on a politician squa~e if you don't get
caught. If you are caught, go directly to the Nixon
Square.

~

---------

Florida

I •

.Margaret

EWSC

I

=

~ J. Edgar Hoover

David Rodgers: Do
nothing and go to
Congress (you should
feel right at home).

Politician

Jail

I

i

iillll.111.INII.IIIIIIIINHIIIUHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHUIIIIHII-IIIIHIIWIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIHIIHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIUIHH•N•I

·'

IRS

Mayor Daley

llllllfflllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt

=

Agnew: Attack the
press. Deduct 30
points and your subscription to Jack and
Jill.

Start

!ii
=

Whitehouse: You
are assured of a job
until next election.
Collect 100 points
plus 100 points for
each cheat you
have collected.

IIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIUIIIIIHIIIIRII

~

-=
i

Inflation: if you
have over 500
points add 10%,
otherwise deduct
10%.

Whitehouse

HIIIIINlllllllllfflllllllllllllllllll

~

Agnew

Politician:
allowed
cheat.

=:

Conpess: Expound
on your youth,
dedication and cohcern. Don't move
(lose one turn).

-11111••111111a1111111

5

Rose-mary Woods

-----=

Inflation

IIIHIIIIIHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIII

!

Mayor Blakley: Build
a water pipeline to
Cheney and your
lawn still turns
brown. Deduct 10
ooints.

Margaret Leonard
·-

Politician: You are
allowed one free
cheat.

Congress

llllffllllllllfflNIIIIIIHHIIHIHHIIII
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Buy a
"Freud was a sexist" ·
T shirt and collect 10
points.

'.
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Politician

Ford

Indian Protest

Jhe Easterner

Aprili 'l ,.1975

Mayor Blakley ~;

; National
: Organization

-

.
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Scoop Jackson

General Motors:
Build a car out of
recycled Japanese
beer cans. Collect
20 points.

----

----

South East
Asia
---

Scoop Jackson:
Bomb the shit out
South East Asia: Go
of those commie
directly to War on
:
pink-o's collect 37 V2
next turn .
_
p~n~.
:
•11111m1111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111111u111111m111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIE

Switzerland: You
forgot your bank account number. Lose
one turn.

Russia: Collect 50
points from the next
player who lands on
t~e OPEC square.

.
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Modern Li/e Studies

New Department Announced
By Perry White
Editor
Modern Life Studies, a new
department at Eastern, was unveiled yesterday by President
Emerson Shmuck. 11 We hope this
new department and several
new courses in the traditional
departments will give the
Eastern student a complete and
balanced educational meal at
Eastern," Shmuck said in announcing the department.
Many of the new courses
offered through Modern Life will
be taught as seminars, though
some will have regular class
times.
The courses can be used for
general education requirements
though a major in Modern Life is
also offered, according to
Phillup Sherrif, vice president
for Academic Affairs.
Four .related courses which
offer the student insights into
getting better grades in any
course are Cheating 101, 201,

301, and 401.
Cheating 101 will give the
student an historical perspective and general overview to the
various techniques of cheating
as well as specifics in crib notes.
Watch faces, mirrors in
glasses and desk inscription will
be the main topics in Cheating
201. Students taking Cheating
301 will learn the arts of rifling
instructor's desks and microdotting.
Cheating 401 will .concentrate on such subjects as electronic surveillance, reading electric typewriter ribbons, disguises
and enrolling fictitious students.
The courses must be taken in
sequence. Exceptions will be
made when a student can prove
an A was obtained in a normal
course by cheating.
More courses
Of interest to commuters will
be a group seminar entitled,
Transportation 101, 11 Magic Bus

Studies". The course will concentrate in how to wait in line,
how to have the proper change,
and hitchiking when the bus
doesn't come. The course will be
taught by PUB Director Curt
Huff.
For dorm residents there will
be Vandalism 325. It is an advanced course in how to destroy
campus housing taught by
students from Dressler Hall,
winners of The Eastern's Vandalism Award for Winter
Quarter 1975.
· Two special courses for
minorities will be Minorities 222
and Feminism at EWSC.
The Minorities 222 class will
instruct prospective minority
club members in the proper
techniques of submitting inflated budget requests to the
Associated Students. It will be a
seminar course with grading
determined by the amount of
money squeezed from the AS
Government coffers.

The Feminist Class, taught by
AS Legislator Nancy Squire, will
consist of memo writing in
regards to gaining meeting and
business offices, proper use of
male urinals and Cooper's
droop.
The final course in the new
department will be Illegal
Search and Seizure, Modern Life
333. The course will be taught
by Barney Isis, Campus Security. RA's are encouraged to
enroll.
Business Courses
The Business Department will
offer five courses to the Modern
Life Studies student and to
business majors designed to
enlarge the students understanding of the real operations
of the business world.
Job Description 100 students
will learn the intracacies of inflating and euphamising titles;
they will also learn how to avoid
doing anything outside their job
description. The course is
designed for those entering civil
service.
Tax Evasion is offered in conQuarter junction with the normal tax
courses and will concentrate on
loop-holes, write-offs and
FWSS falsifying documents. Grading
FWSS will be determined by amount of
tax return students can get from
IRS.
Quarter
Slush funds, junkets, boon,,SS doggling, back scratching,
,W,, accepting bribes and listening to
,,SS lobbyists will be the main topics
FWSS in Political Business. The course
is recommended to students
who plan to be involved in
politics whether as a politican or
lobbyist. Special guest lecturer.s
will conduct some classes.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Sequence No. Course Title
6011001
Frisbee Throwing
6011101
Bulldogging
6011201
Expelling Flatus
6011301
Pimple Squeezing
1. Bulls not provided.

Cred Footnotes
1
1
3
1
1

Times
1:00
2:00
2:00
9:00

Days
M
MWF
T
F

Instructor
Staff
Broaden back
Lorello
Staff

..ss
..ss

Alaready slated are Maurice
Stans and Jeb Stuart Magruder.
The final business offering
will e><~mine ways to rip-off
businesses. A special class
project will have the class
attempt to get a free meal in
the PUB cafeteria. ·
Art Classes
A class for males only, "Snow
Painting and Sketching" will be
offered next winter. The class
will learn the proper techniques
of spraying, directed lines of
fire, drinking food coloring to obtain color patterns and taking
wind resistance into consideration.
Psychology
A special seminar class in
"Ego Tripping" will be taught by
Al 'ego trip' Ohgosh, college disciplinary officer and pseudo
father figure. The class will have
many guest speakers including
Pat Straws, Rust Hartbeast and
Emerson Schmuck.
For those at the other end of
the psychotic spectrum will be
"Sade-Masochism 402". The
class, taught at the Primary
Center has a prerequisite of one
confirmed experience of
bestiality in the passive position.

Political Science
A new course for future
Instructor
politicians, "Power of the
Huff
Presidency" will be team taught
Staff
by Pat Straws and Emerson
Staft
Schmuck.
The two promise to
Nader
feach all students enrolled how
to wield power, crush opponents, ignore democractic '
processes
and
write
devastatingly incomprehensible
memos.
A related course,which will be
Professor's Prerogative
a prerequisite for all students
seeking positions in student
government, "Purges 409" will
be taught by the soon to be
retired South Vietnamese PresiBy Glen Flooglesby
tiquated one. If I may suggest a those who snigger at Industrial whose doctrine we could still in- dent, Nguyen "madman" Thieu.
Assist. Prof.
motto for the celebration I Idiocy as a department. But, if it voke and throw that usurper
The class will concentrate on
Castro
out
of
Cuba.
(If
only
Vito
where
weren't
for
·
industry
lndu~trial Idiocy
would offer, "Forward, into the
tiger cages, midnight raids,
would we be today? Back in had not missed.)
The nostalgia craze, while past."
bloodbaths and identifying opDid I say Eastern needed a ponents as communists.
mostly mindless escapes into an
We must rekindle the spirit 1776 is, what some would have
unreal past, has found its true that made this country what it is you believe. But not so, no, we Bicentennial Celebration? Yes, I
Assorted Courses
meaning _ in our country's today: fragmented, polarized, would be under .the tyra·nnical did. We could have the drama
Bicentennial Celebration. With paranoid, on the verge of heel of communism. You don't department produce "1776"
The R-TV department will
honor and pride we can look depression. Let us · resurrect see the Russians celebrating and maybe ·even "Uncle Tom's offer a course, "How to be a
Cabin" (ifs not really Movie Producer" as soon . as
back and recall those great some of the principles the . their 200th birthday, do you?
And why not? Because they revolutionary but it's American, department chairman Hoppity
moments in our nation's labor founding fathers incorporated
pains; such as the deportation into the Constitution, e.g., the didn't stage their revolution until and that's what counts).
Hooper gets his new equipment.
The political science departof Thomas Paine, who went too three/fifths clause. This alone 1917. They jumped on the
far when he suggested non- would help with the unweildy revolutionary bandwagon late. ment could offer courses
The Physics Department will
landed people be given the vote. Congress we have today. With We started revolution, and by exclusively covering American offer a course in nuclear
And we can look forward to 10 million blacks counted as jimminy, we'll end it, if only the politics. It was the emphasis on physics, "Bomb Construction"
the days we can emulate the only six million, fewer represen- blame fool congress would ap- foreign politics which caused all 305. A technical class, the
words of that great American tatives would be needed. And it propriate enough funds for the the uproar· in the 60's.
course will explain the
And this could be only the mechanics of constructing a
legislator who said, "Millions for would allow the smalle.r rural valiant warriors of South Vietdefense but not a penny for areas a greater voice instead of nam to continue their heroic beginning. We could have the nuclear device from stolen
tribute," as we continue to pay-- ·- all~wing the cities to control the struggle against the anarchistic Celebration carry on and relive nuclear power plant wastes. The
the first 200 years of America's only prerequisite for the course
hordes from the north.
the Arabs a fair market price un- legislature.
America ·.and Eastern need a history. Relive the glories of the is a third grade education.
til we invade and bring the world,
In keeping with the motto,
Bicentennial
Celebration. For times when the Alien and Sedi·
economic order back into proper "Forward, into the past" we
A general interest course,
perspective, ours.
could enlarge on this concept. too long we have forgotten tion Act was in force. Experience
"Gardening
202," will teach
We could remove the Indians those good men of· the revolu- again the thrill of invading
Some would pooh-pooh the arid welfare people. from the tion, George Washington, who Canada. Refight the Civil War on students how to grow cannabis
entire Bicentennial Celebration voter polls entirely. And while died of syphilus; Thomas Jeffer- a grander scale than before. sativa, psilocybin, peyote, kava
as merely a 'hype' and as empty we were at it we could raise the son, who was the real father of Work our fingers to the bone so kava, beetl nuts, and yo.himbe.
The final course to l:>e ottered
as the emptiest public relations voting age to 30, where it the country, just ask any of his . the robber barons could build up
in
Modern 'Life is a journalism
program, like Eastern's attempt belongs.
vast
amounts
of
power
and
eswomen
slaves
(have
you
ever
.
to gain university status. To
But this is only one area. wondered why the TV series is -tablish the military industrial class, "The Easterner Jrn 100."
Students will learn how to write
them who say that, I say, twad- There .are others. Many others. called "The Jeffersons"? Now complex all ove~ again.
dle and double twaddle.
The possibilities are endless. personal attacks,· the comThere has to be others. Like, you know); Andrew Jackson,
The Bicentennial Celebration academia, of which I am a part, who instituted that proud So, join with me now and help ponents of yellow journalism,
will give the country a new though some would hardly America,n tradition, the spoils celebrate America's birth, beat distorting facts, libel misquoting
perspective, if a somewhat an- believe it. Oh, yes, there are _system; and James Monroe, '!P an Englishman today.
and exaggeration.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Sequence No. Course Title
Cred Footnotes Times
Days
0810001
Job Desc
3
1
9:00
D
Tax Evasion
5
2
11:00
D
0813002
0832001
Political Bus
3
3
12:00
MWF
0822502
Consumerism
1
4
11:00
F
Footnotes for Department of Business Admin.
1. Must be graduating Senior
2. Senior Class Standing
3. Required for all members of EWSCASG, Cross Listed in PSC 320
4. Desire to rip-off instead of being ripped-off

Forward Into The Past

,,..._.

.

Ap~t 1~ l97i
1
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The Easterner

Look Alike Contest

Pick The Winner, No Prize Offered

Emerson Schmuck #1

Emerson Schmuck #6

Emerson Schmuck #4
The above contestants are the finalists in the Emerson Schmuck look-alike
contest. The staff of The Easterner after· poring over thousands of entries came
down to these final six.
Unable to come to a concensus we submit to the Eastern community,
students, faculty, administrators, and civil service employees the chance to pick

the winner.
Ballots may be mailed to P.O. Box 666, Cheney, Wash. 99204. Ballots will be
accepted no later than April 1, 1975.
Announcement of the winning entry will be made at some undetermined
future date.

Interview with God

Alive, Well And Living in Rio
By Clark Kent
Associate Editor
ED note: This weelc, via a clash
ol thunder and a bolt ol lightning,
this reporter was summoned to
the golden palace in the slcy for
an exclusive interview with God.
Even though the interview was
granted on a last minute basis,
this reporter, in true journalistic
lashion got to the heart of the
issues confronting man in the
modern society.)

Upon entering God's Golden
Palace, the first thing I noticed
was that the major audience hall
was tastefully done in Danish
Modern carefully integrated
with traditional Chinese.
God: How do you do? I'm God.
Easterner: I gathered that.
Don't you think it's a little
gauche to have a blinking neon
sign on the front door with "God
liv~s here" on it?
God: Well, it pays to advertise. And besides, do you think
it's easy competing with
MacDonalds and massage
parlors?
Easterner: I hadn't thought of
it.
God: That's the problem with
you mortals, you never think of
things until it's too late.

Easterner: You're probably
right. Let's get on with the interview, I've got a date with this
fox and...
God: Yes, I know.
Easterner: You know, you
don't look like what I expected.
You don't look Jewish. Just
exactly where are we?God: In Rio de Janeiro.
Easterner: Rio?
God: That's right. I established my headquarters here
just before the end of the war.
Easterner: Well, where was it
before?
God: I don't really like to get
into that. We were just taking
orders you know.
Easterner: There's been some
speculation that your son is
going to return in the near
future. Do you have a time table
for his appearance?
God: Well, he was scheduled
for the summer of 1936 but he
never showed. You know how
kids are these days. Smoking
funny cigarettes, tie dying his
robes and junk like that. I've
been trying to get a hold of him
for the last couple of years but
the only one who answers is his
old lady.
Easterner: I didn't know

Christ was married.
God: He isn't. He's just been
shacking with this chick and ...
Easterner: Well, let's try
another subject. What was your
greatest accomplishment?
God: Oh, creating the univers~ in six days after my
secretary inadvertantly erased
part of the plans to the kit. Ever
try creating a universe? Let me
tell you it ain't easy.
Easterner: What then was
your biggest disappointment?
God: Not beating the paternity rap with Mary!
Easterner: You mean Mary
wasn't a virgin?
God: Oh she was a virgin
alright. .The ugliest broad I've
ever seen. Not even the Roman
soldiers would touch her. And
they weren't known to be the
most discriminating studs·in the
world.
Easterner: Then why did
you ... ?
God: Well, yo11 see, it was like
this. When I get blasted on Ripple, anything looks good. I got
into trouble a couple of years
back and the result was a Centaur. You don't think that I got
the raz around the club?
Easterner: You realize that

you're shattering all of the
preconceptions about you. Let's
get to another subject. What
abou t the devil?
God: That ·fag? I'm not interested in even discussing him.
Easterner: Then there is a

devil?
God: Of course there is. What
do you think I run here, a dictatorship? Look it. If you can't
ask questions of any importance, then I'll have to end this
conversation. Now buzz off.

Masochist's Cookbook

OmletDe MarquisDeSade
By Julia's Child
Food Editor
Today dear friends, we are
going to make one of the finest
pieces of French cookery since
Joan .of Arc. This redpe, Omlet
de Marquis de Sade, was
created in the hallowed halls of
Joan of Arc . This recipe,
Omlette de Marquis de Sade,
was created in the hallowed
halls of the Bastille for those of
us who enjoy cooking with a
flair.
Take three eggs (preferably
from the same family) and beat
them until welts appear. (You
may prefer to have the mother
present while you do this to add
to the enjoyment.)
Slowly dice a small portion of
pig flesh letting the pink meat
fall languidly into the bowl of un-

born chicken.
Grind salt, pepper or any
other seasoning that you wish
into the mixture. (I prefer using
thumb screws for my grinding
since the grinding sound is
amplified with the metal
diaphram.)
And now for the Coup De
Gras. Instead of the traditional
brandy to make the dish flame
at the table, use gasoline. Gas
gives the omlette a unique
flavor, particularly to your
straight guests. It's fun to see
them writhe in pain when they
take their first mouthful of
sauce.
Next week, dear friends, we'll
explore Jewish Cookery. So
make sure than your butcher
has a Jew on hand for the main
dish.
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AGE: unlike good wine, he doesn't improve.
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B.usiness Manager: Curt H·uff
HOME: for the mentally infirm.
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PROFESSION: The world's oldest.
HOBBIES: Hiding in The Easterner Office; Hiding in the
men's room; Hiding in the hallways; Hiding behind Daryl
Hagie.
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "Dick and Jane".

...

LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Read "Dick and Jane" in six
weeks by staying up as late as 9:30 p.m. sometimes.
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QUOTE: " It ajn't my job, man."
PROFILE: Unimaginative, incompetent, a stickler for rules
when they are to his benefit.
PAPER: Toilet.
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AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1,000 college newspapers but only one
fine enough to bear the name, The
Eastetner. The quality standards we set
· have never varied. Into each story goes
the finest jpurnalistic talent.
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